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The Last Picture Show Despite some cheap
nostalgia and some tawdry and rather tasteless scenes,
this story of small-tow- n life in the fifties represents some
of the year's peak moviemaking. 1he acting especially is

incredible down the line, with scenes involving Ben
Johnson, Cloris Leachman, and tileen Brennan reaching
unsurpassed cinematic heights Very fine and thoroughly
American, which means it :an be recommended to
everyone. - CH, D, R, G

Murmur of the Heart Louis Malle's film about,
among other things, masturbation, incest, and a family
that is, despite its faults, so lovable that some may want
to gag. Done with taste, some genuine perceptions, and a

freedom reminiscent of earl)' Truffaut. Not great, but
good, and quite unusual. - R

A Clockwork Orange Stanley Kubrick's study of
violence and freedom of the will is not as futuristic as
some would expect, but it is still brilliant, highly
imaginative. Definitely another great one from Kubrick.- R,G

The Godfather Tale of Mafia dealings, outstanding
in every respect. One of th; finest period pieces ever
produced by an American studio, and a triumph worthy
to stand beside the great European masterpieces. - D, R,
G

The Concert for Bangladesh One of the least
pretentious of the concert movies captures well the
feeling of the event by concentrating on the
performances, some of which are disappointing, but
some of which are quite extraordinary. - CH, R (in
stereo)

The Hot Rock Several talented actors ham it up
delightfully in this jewel robbery film. Rather

entertaining. - CH
The French Connection Rarely if e.er have the

devices of cinema been used 'with such sophistication to
produce such tightly wound suspense. A very fine b--t
the dope ring thriller which should please every type of
moviegoer. - Dr G

Play Misty for Me - An excellent plot and a superK

performance by Jessica Walter as a madwoman more
than compensate for the total lack oi art here. An
immensely satisfying piece of grisly entertainment. - G

Summer of 42 A young boy comes of age. sexually,
the writing rarely rises above the Lrich segal level, b-j- t

the photography is beautiful, and Robert Mulligan
displays a fine lyricism and a real feel for the situation.
Artificial, but recommended. - R

The Hospital Goings on in a big city hospital. Paddy
Chayefsky's script sounds literate, but it is generally
dated in both its techniques and its observations, and it
is not helped at all by Arthur filler's tired direction.
Amid the mess is an extraordinary- - performance from
George C. Scott, surely one of his best. - G

Frogs Nature strikes back. Some scenes genuinely
horrify by trading on one's fears of snakes and spiders,
but they really are ridiculous, and their effectiveness is

constantly undercut by terrible acting and writing. The
frogs themselves invoke laughter rather than horror.
D, R

The following have not been reviewed. Opinions
expressed are those of a consensus of critics.

Georgia, Georgia Black oriented drama. Some good
reviews, especially for star Diana Sands. - R

The Ten Commandments Cecil B. De Mille and the
Bible. Pretty bad.- .- CH

The Good. The Bad. And The Ugi - Serg: ie:n?
-- pahett! western. Mhed s.

prcr-ab- a matter of
taste. Fnday.

The Moon-Spinner- s A V.V:t D:r.e Ha!ey Mills

adventure story. According to the critics, a --ymppy
mess. Saturday.

Davey Crockett - Walt DKr.ey again. According to
the critics, typical live action Disney for whatever that's
u orth. Saturday.

The Taming of the Shrew The ZeifereUi version.
Elizabeth Tavlor would seem to be ideal casting, but she
is surprisingly poor. Richard Burton, however, is

magnificent and the whole production has an air of fun
about it. Sunday.

A Night at the Opera The Marx Brothers. Some
scenes have an air of insane brilliance, but the verbal
humor is not as sharp as before and the pacing is very
poor. Shows the start of their decline. Wednesday.

At the Circus AImd the Marx Brothers, and
according to the critics, very poor. Wednesday.

There was some mixup as to the time for these
movies. Check the Union for information. All will be in
the Great Hall.

The Mikado'
Charlotte Hartwig sings Pitti-sing- ; McLaurin Meredith, Pooh-ba- h and Joel Cart er, the

s PaceMikado, in the Durham Savoyards' The Mikado beginning Friday at Duke'
Auditorium.
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THREE SUMMER SESSIONS
S e s sian I June 12-J- ulv 28 (Seven Weeks)

ii. Jderc'd jCe sess'Oi cd ec'ccc'-- cccses
Session II: June 26-J- uly 28 (Five Weeks)

v;iJ3ij. Vpdwft Vorkshops crd courses for grcduc-e- s cd "ce-g- r25 off on everything in the store
IsZlk, I

!

1 'Z Session - July 31 --August 31 (Five Weeks)
t?:V'--- " I Vcrs"crs cd cocrses for credue'es cd ucercracjces

I if i
s j ARTS, MUSIC. SCIENCES. HUMANITIES Ddy c-- d eve- -. -- g copses open to

il degree, ron-degre- e, end qjci f ed b:gn sc-c- o' "s. Teacher
!j"! JS cerrcco courses !rterd'sc;p''nary rrcs'er's prcg-c- n Mas'er's in

Teccb'-- g progrcm AV-co- d oed classrooms Resider.t'cl c-- d rec- -

rec-;o-- fcc:!:es Cc'jrc' cct:v'es concerts, plays, lectures, f.!$.

if you've got bad grades or even if they're good,
take a present home: candles, ceramics, tapestries,

jewelry, dolls, etc.

For 1972 Summer brochure vrtfe:
Director of Admissions, Manhattanville College Purchase, New York 10577 (914) WHite Plains145 E. Franklin
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oSTEREO 8 TRACK TAPES
LOW-LO- W PRICE
HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE FROM

oCOSMETICS
REVLON MAX FACTOR
DISCOUNTED

oBOOKS-BOOKS-BO- OKS

BUY BY THE POUND

oOVER 3,000 RECORDS
STEREO AND MONO
$.49 AND UP

oPANTY HOSE
TOPS BRANDS
50 DISCOUNT

oJACKETS
T-SHIR- TS

HALF-PRIC- E

MANY MORE ITEMS-CO- ME EARLY

FRI
28

THUR
27

WED
26

TUES
25

OUTSIDE
8:30-4:- 00 PM

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
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